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Full Circle McFarland
"Based on Star Trek created by Gene
Roddenberry, and Star Trek, Voyager created by
Rick Berman & Michael Piller & Jeri Taylor."
Children of the Storm IDW Publishing
Faced with hard choices in the middle of
battle, Captain Janeway reviews her life and
the events that shaped her.
Seven of Nine Simon and Schuster
"Based on Star trek created by Gene
Roddenberry and Star trek: Voyager
created by Rick Berman & Michael
Piller & Jeri Taylor."
Atonement Titan Books
Discover the astonishing story of
Seven of Nine—one of the most
fascinating and unforgettable
characters in Star Trek history.
Once she was Annika Hansen, an

innocent child assimilated by the
fearsome, all-conquering Borg. Now
she is Seven of Nine, a unique
mixture of human biology and Borg
technology. Cut off from the
collective that has been her only
reality for most of her existence,
and forced to join the crew of the
USS Voyager, she must come to grips
with her surprising new
environment—and her own lost
individuality. Seven of Nine has
already captured the imagination of
fans all over the world. Now the
most sensational new character of
the twenty-fourth century stars in
her first full-length novel.
Resistance is futile.

Mosaic Pocket Books/Star Trek
The unpredictable cosmic entity
known only as Q has plagued Captain
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Jean-Luc Picard and the crew of the
Starship Enterprise™ since their very
first voyage together. But little was
known of Q's mysterious past or of the
unearthly realm from which he hails.
Until now. A brilliant scientist may
have found a way to breach the energy
barrier surrounding the Milky Way
galaxy, and the Enterprise is going to
put it to the test. The last thing Captain
Picard needs is a surprise visit from Q,
but the omnipotent trickster has more
in mind than his usual pranks.
Kidnapping Picard, he takes the captain
back through time to the moment the Q
Continuum faced its greatest threat.
Now Picard must learn Q's secrets --
or all of reality may perish!
Star Trek: Voyager: Distant Shores

Anthology Simon and Schuster
Lost in the Delta Quadrant, Captain
Janeway and the crew of the U.S.S.
Voyager NCC-74656 have been seeking a
way home for years. But their quest is
interrupted by encounters with an
astonishing variety of foes - and a few
new friends. This collection contains four
tales that exemplify all that''s best about
the adventures of Voyager: "False
Colors", "Avalon Rising", Elite Force", and
"Planet Killer".
A Pocket Full of Lies Simon and Schuster
The eagerly awaited continuation of
HOMECOMING and THE FARTHER
SHORE! Captain Chakotay is ready to
prove himself as the new commanding
officer of the Starship Voyager -- but
skeptics back at Starfleet Command are
watching him closely for any sign that he
will revert to his renegade Maquis ways.
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His first mission as captain, to transport a
group of displaced colonists back to their
home planet of Loran II, seems easy
enough: make sure the planet is safe for
colonization, unload the settlers, and head
back to Earth. He even has an extra
reason to enjoy the trip -- his sister,
Sekaya, has joined the mission as a
spiritual advisor to the gentle, peace-
loving colonists. But when the crew
arrives at Loran II, they discover a
mysterious storm, an ominously deserted
settlement -- and a hidden threat from
Chakotay's past that could destroy them
all. Will Chakotay's first mission as captain
of Voyager also be his last?
Star Trek: Voyager 25th Anniversary
Special Pocket Books
“The pages are colorful, vibrant, and
joyful… Search for Spock was a lot of fun.
If you have kids, you’ll enjoy working

together to try and find Mr. Spock, and if
you’re an adult, it’s fun to find all of the
references to various Star Trek
episodes.”—Trek Core Explore the settings
of the ever-popular Star Trek show and
movie franchises in hopes of finding the
evasive Mr. Spock in this hugely
entertaining version of Where’s Waldo?
for Trekkies! Travel through space and
time to find Dr. Spock among over 100
other characters, aliens, villains, and crew
members in this hidden intergalactic
adventure! Search all floors, planetary
settings, and plots explored by the brave
Enterprise fleet members for a certain
evasive-yet-adored Vulcan in the
entertaining and endearing Search for
Spock. The colorful artwork mirrors the
famously popular Where’s Waldo? activity
book series’ charm and simplicity—a
challenging and fun time for all fans of all
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ages!

Marooned Simon and Schuster
Mosaic tells the life story of Captain
Janeway, a compelling tale of personal
bravery, personal loyalty, tragedy and
triumph. As told by Jeri Taylor, co-
creator and executive producer of Star
Trek: Voyager, this is an in-depth look
into the mind and soul of Star Trek's
newest captain. Deep in the
unexplored reaches of the Delta
Quadrant, a surprise attack by a fierce
Kazon sect leaves Captain Janeway
fighting a desperate battle on two
fronts: while she duels the Kazon
warship in the gaseous mists of a
murky nebula, an Away Team led by
Lt. Tuvok is trapped on the surface ofa
wilderness planet -- and stalked by

superior Kazon ground forces. Forced
to choose between the lives of the
Away Team and the safety of her ship,
Captain Janeway reviews the most
important moments of her life, and the
pivotal choices that made her the
woman she is today. From her
childhood to her time at Starfleet
AcademyTM, from her first love to her
first command, she must once again
face the challenges and conflicts that
have brought her to the point where
she must now risk everything to put
one more piece in the mosaic that is
Kathryn Janeway.
Mosaic Simon and Schuster
A distress call goes out from a
Federation outpost near the Klingon
border. The U.S.S. Enterprise, under
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the command of Captain Christopher
Pike, responds. Starbase 18 lies in
ruin. There are no survivors. And there
is no clue as to who is responsible for
the attack, until Captain Pike’s brilliant
science officer discovers a means of
retrieving parts of the station’s log.
Lieutenant Spock has detected signs of
a unique energy signature, one that he
believes is Klingon. There are
unsubstantiated reports that the
Klingon Empire has made a
technological leap forward and created
a cloaking device—code-named Black
Snow Seven—that can shield their ships
from even the most advanced sensors.
The destruction of the base and the
unique energy signature that remains
prove that the Empire has succeeded.

For generations the Orions have been
known as pirates,operating at the
margins, outside of legal conventions.
A proud and powerful race, the Orions
were once a major force in the sector,
and they have been using the tension
between the Klingon Empire and the
Federation to rebuild their power.
Captain Pike is charged with trying to
foster cooperation between the Orions
and the Federation. A distress call
from an Orion vessel offers him the
perfect opportunity. But the Orion ship
lies in disputed space long claimed by
the Klingon Empire, and crossing it
could be the spark that sets off an
interstellar war.
Homecoming Titan Comics
After seven long years in the Delta
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Quadrant, the crew of the Starship
Voyager now confront the strangest
world of all: home. For Admiral
Kathryn Janeway and her officers,
Voyager's miraculous return to planet
Earth brings new honours and new
responsibilities. For some there are
reunions with long-lost loved ones,
while for others such as the Doctor and
Seven of Nine, there is the challenge of
forging new lives in a Federation that
seems to hold little place for them. But
even as Janeway and the others go
their separate ways, pursuing new
horizons and opportunities, a strange
cybernetic plague strikes Earth,
transforming men, women and children
into a new generation of Borg. Soon the
entire planet faces assimilation, and

Voyager -- newly returned from the
heartland of the Borg -- may be to
blame.

Born with Teeth Pocket Books/Star
Trek
Freed with a thought, the greatest
menace to humanity, the Borg, are
gone, absorbed into the Caeliar
gestalt. But are they? Can this
deadly menace that has hovered
over humanity for decades truly be
gone? Might some shadow of the
Caeliar remain? The Federation
decides that they have to know, and
Starfleet is ordered to find out. The
Starship Voyager leads a fleet into
a region of space that has lived in
fear of instant annihilation for
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generations: the Delta quadrant,
home of the Borg. Afsarah Eden --
the new captain of Voyager -- is
charged with getting answers, to
reach out to possible allies and
resolve old enmities in the Delta
quadrant. The perfection that was
given to the Borg was withheld from
Seven of Nine. Left behind, she is
living a twilight existence -- neither
Borg nor human -- and slowly going
mad. The whispers of the Collective,
comforting murmurs she has always
known, are replaced with a voice
deep within her that keeps insisting
she is Annika Hansen. Chakotay, the
former captain of Voyager, offers to
help Seven rendezvous with the

ships that Starfleet Command has
sent into the Delta quadrant, the
probable destination of the
mysterious Caeliar. These are not
the friendly stars of the Federation;
the unknown and the unexpected are
the everyday.
Architects of Infinity Simon and
Schuster
Once again, the New York Times
bestselling author of the Amelia
Peabody novels “kicks up a desert
storm.”—People The “grande dame
of historical mystery” (Washington
Post) is back with a thrilling new
tale featuring America’s favorite
archaeologist turned sleuth. At last
the Great War is over. Amelia
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Peabody, her distinguished
Egyptologist husband Emerson, and
their extended family are preparing
for another season of excavation in
Egypt. To everyone’s great joy,
their son, Ramses, and his wife,
Nefret, have become parents.
Amelia, enjoying the role of fond
(yet firm) grandmother, hopes that
for once this will be a quiet year
with Ramses no longer undertaking
perilous missions for British
intelligence and no old enemies on
their trail. Yet the hazards of the
past will be overshadowed by new
danger and a new adversary—unlike
anything Amelia’s ever
encountered—who will pursue her in

a battle that puts innocent young
lives at stake.
Star Trek: Voyager: Protectors Simon and
Schuster
Celebrate Star Trek: Voyager with this
epic coffee-table book! This fully
authorized edition includes new
interviews, archival conversations, never-
before-seen art and sketches, and more!
Everything you want to know about
Captain Kathryn Janeway's Starship
Voyager and crew. Just wonderful and so
well written - stuff I never knew which
surprised me - and I was on the show!
You will enjoy this I guarantee. - Ethan
Phillips, Neelix from Star Trek: Voyager
Go behind the scenes of the making of a
television classic, with the cast and crew
who brought the adventures of the
intrepid U.S.S. Voyager to life. Packed
with in-depth features on each creative
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department, from visual effects and art to
costume and makeup, this volume
celebrates STAR TREK's epic adventure
in the Delta Quadrant. Alongside
production and concept art, the cast -
including Kate Mulgrew and Jeri Ryan -
share their personal highlights from seven
seasons and 172 episodes of STAR
TREK: VOYAGER. STAR TREK:
VOYAGER was groundbreaking. It was the
first STAR TREK show with a female
captain and had the franchise's most
diverse cast. It pushed the boundaries of
visual effects and makeup further than
ever before, and literally took the show
into new territory when Voyager was
stranded in the Delta Quadrant, home of
the Borg Collective. STAR TREK:
VOYAGER - A CELEBRATION tells the
behind-the-scenes story of Voyager's epic
journey, from its earliest origins and

pivotal episodes to in- depth features on
writing, directing, visual effects,
production art and more. The ultimate
guide to the making of a television classic,
based on more than 30 new interviews,
featuring the nine principal cast members,
including Kate Mulgrew, Jeri Ryan, and
Robert Picardo, and key behind-the-
scenes personnel who reveal the stories
and secrets behind the show. STAR
TREK: VOYAGER first appeared on TV on
16 January 1995, running for 172
episodes over seven seasons.

Captain Proton! Cider Mill Press
Following the events of the
unforgettable Star Trek crossover
trilogy Destiny, the new captain of
the USS Voyager embarks on a
dangerous mission that is paved
with blood and haunted by ghosts of
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the past. When the USS Voyager is
dispatched on an urgent mission to
the planet Kerovi, Captain Chakotay
and his first officer, Commander
Thomas Paris, must choose between
following their orders and saving the
lives of two of those dearest to
them. B’Elanna Torres and her
daughter, Miral, are both missing in
the wake of a brutal attack on the
Klingon world of Boreth. With the
aid of their former captain, Admiral
Kathryn Janeway—as well as many
old friends and new allies—the crew
must unravel an ancient mystery,
placing themselves between two
warrior sects battling for the soul of
the Klingon people...while the life of

Miral hangs in the balance. But these
events and their repercussions are
merely the prelude to even darker
days to come. As Voyager is drawn
into a desperate struggle to prevent
the annihilation of the Federation,
lives are shattered, and the bonds
that were forged in the Delta
Quadrant are challenged in ways
that none could have imagined. For
though destiny has dealt them
crushing blows, Voyager’s crew
must rise to face their future...and
begin a perilous journey in which
the wheel of fate comes full circle.
Star Trek: Voyager: Spirit Walk #1: Old
Wounds Pocket Books/Star Trek
As the Cosmos Unravels The disruption in
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the space-time continuum caused by the
creation of the "Blue Eye" singularity
continues: Thread by thread, the fabric
slowly frays and peels away, breaking
down barriers between dimensions. As the
lines between realities blur, the
consequences cascade. A Sleeping City
Awakes Voyager pursues Tuvok to a long-
dormant space station, a place of
astonishing grandeur and wonder. Ancient
almost beyond imagining, the city seduces
the crew with the promise that their
greatest aspirations might be realized.
Such promise requires sacrifice, however,
and the price of fulfilling them will be high
for Voyager. A Mysterious Power Stirs
Unseen sentries, alarmed by Voyager's
meddling in the Monoharan system, send
emissaries to ascertain Janeway's
intentions. Unbeknownst to the captain,
she is being tested and must persuade her

evaluators that their contention -- that
Voyager poses a threat to the delicate
web of cosmic ecology -- is baseless. And
failure to vindicate her choices will bring
certain retribution to her crew.
Homecoming Simon and Schuster
An original novel set in the universe of
Star Trek: Voyager, from the New York
Times bestselling author! As the
Federation Starship Voyager continues to
lead the Full Circle Fleet in its exploration
of the Delta Quadrant, Admiral Kathryn
Janeway remains concerned about the
Krenim Imperium and its ability to rewrite
time to suit its whims. At Captain
Chakotay's suggestion, however, she
orders the fleet to focus its attention on a
unique planet in a binary system, where a
new element has been discovered.
Several biospheres exist on this
otherwise uninhabitable world, each
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containing different atmospheres and
features that argue other sentient beings
once resided on the surface. Janeway
hopes that digging into an old-fashioned
scientific mystery will lift the crews'
morale, but she soon realizes that the
secrets buried on this world may be part
of a much larger puzzle—one that points to
the existence of a species whose power to
reshape the galaxy might dwarf that of the
Krenim. Meanwhile, Lieutenants Nancy
Conlon and Harry Kim continue to struggle
with the choices related to Conlon’s
degenerative condition. Full Circle’s
medical staff discovers a potential
solution, but complications will force a
fellow officer to confront her people’s
troubled past and her own future in ways
she never imagined… ™, �, & � 2018
CBS Studios, Inc. STAR TREK and related
marks and logos are trademarks of CBS

Studios, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Search for Spock Simon and Schuster
On January 16, 1995, Star Trek:
Voyager made its television debut.
The fourth Star Trek series had a
very different premise to its
predecessors: flung 70,000 light years
to the unexplored Delta Quadrant, far
from the familiar Federation, the
U.S.S. Voyager faced a long and
perilous journey home. Across seven
seasons, Captain Kathryn Janeway and
her crew encountered new species,
new wonders, new threats… and some
very familiar adversaries for good
measure. Celebrating a quarter
century since the series first began,
the Star Trek: Voyager 25th
Anniversary Special is an essential
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guide to the U.S.S. Voyager’s
exploration of the Delta Quadrant.
Featuring an exclusive new interview
with Kate Mulgrew, plus a season-by-
season guide, on-set reports, and
spotlights on production design and
visual effects, the Star Trek: Voyager
25th Anniversary Special is the
ultimate companion to the show that
took the Star Trek franchise further
than it had ever been before…

Star Trek: Voyager: String Theory
#2: Fusion Simon and Schuster
After they are pulled 70,000 light-
years away from Alpha Quadrant,
the captain and crew of Star Trek:
Voyager must travel homeward
while exploring new challenges to
their relationships, views of others,

and themselves. As the first
extended, critical study dedicated to
Star Trek: Voyager, this book
examines how the series uses the
physical distance from the crew's
home quadrant and the effect this
has on the dynamics among
community formation, self-creation
and a sense of place. Chapters cover
topics such as time travel,
leadership models, interspecies
relationships, the impact of trauma,
models of self-creation and
individuality, environmental
influences on groups and individuals,
memory, nostalgia, and how spiritual
experiences affect people. The
holographic Doctor and the former
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Borg, Seven of Nine, stand out as
complex and boundary-stretching
figures.
Star Trek: Voyager: String Theory
#3 Simon and Schuster
'Captain Proton' first appeared on
Star Trek: Voyager as a series of
1940s-era space-age melodramas
enacted on the holodeck by the
crew for their own amusement.
Now, produced as a facsimile of a
typical 1940s pulp magazine,
CAPTAIN PROTON! collects
together a number of deliciously
over-the-top sci-fi adventure
stories starring the Voyager
holodeck cast and told in classic,
breathless Flash Gordon style. Now

read on... When Queen Indrani of the
Fems Fatale kidnaps Captain
Proton's faithful secretary
Constance Goodheart it is only the
first step in another diabolical plan
to conquer the Incorporated Planets.
It soon becomes clear that there is
more to her plot than meets the eye,
as on the very edge of death Captain
Proton is saved by a power Not Of
This Universe... Caught in an eons-
old fight between alien races, who
can Captain Proton trust? No-one,
not even Ace Reporter Buster
Kincaid. Can Captain Proton save
the galaxy from the forces of evil
AND save Constance Goodheart
from the Giant Carp of Greyhawk II?
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Also in this volume: Doctor Chaotica
plots the Death of the Interstellar
Patrol; a Constance Goodheart short
(can she find Captain Proton before
she shrinks to a size too small to be
seen or heard?) and a Buster
Kincaid adventure. Don't miss this
exciting issue... !
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